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What has been the best aspect of this course?
Dr. Cole always gave feedback on essays.
Widened my vocabulary and improved analytically
The best aspect of this course was the concepts we got to learn about, because the concept essay helped me
understand more of a topic that was stereotyped.
discussions in class
The best aspect is that I learned how to research for articles and books using the library resource.
no things.
The best aspect of this course has been the ability to improve my writing skills.
The best aspect of this course was learning to be a better writer.
Peer reviews.
N/a
The best aspect of this course is learning something new as to how to write different essays.
House points really fond of competition
The best aspect of this course is that there are no tests or quizzes.
On the fact, that the we (students) picked the topic we write on.
Would you change anything about this course? If so, what would you change?
Please rethink grouping similar personalities. Also, after the middle of the semester has passed it might be a good
idea to readdress the point system to see if the students want to alter anything.
Homework to be due at the end of the day instead of before class that day
No, I wouldn’t change anything about this course.
how you explain homework
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Would you change anything about this course? If so, what would you change?
There were a lot of homework assignments that I did not think benefitted toward my learning. it seemed like busy
work.
i think you should do the writing one page essay because i personal doesn’t learned anything so i think writhing one
page essay reading a simple essay was not effective.
Yes I would change the Sin and Syntax assignments.
I would change the assignments that she gave because some of them weren’t effective for me.
Nothing.
n/a
the readings some are really useless, and some aren’t interesting at all.
The homework I would change the method of work from every night busy work to maybe a weeks worth of work due
at a certain point everyday homework is a little confusing.
I would change that the amount of course work this course requires. Some of the assignments are not necessary
and did not really help in learning with new course material.
I would like to change the fact of the three essays. It’s a lot of pressure to write something perfect for a class.
Especially the second one it was too close to colliding with a lot of midterms test.
Comments: Use the space provided in the text area below for your comments.
i think you should give more time to eassy as well because we did much more work in your class compare to other
english class.
This has been an overall great class.
n/a
Overall, this course and professor were moderate. I would definitely change up some of the class assignments.
There are too many and not very affective.
Overall I did learn how to analyze essays, and critical think other people’s essays. But I feel like I did in gain much
in my own individual writing skills. Overall the class was okay and the teacher was excellent.

